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DEFENSE WINS CHAMPIONSHIP
Men’s soccer improves to 5-1 behind strong defense
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By Emily Klingman and Katie Zeck

DUCK breast, homemade mozzarella, filet mignon 
and house-cured salmon pastrami might not 
be the types of  food students are used to being 
served at Daly’s, but they have now become the 

norm because of  implementation of  a new menu at the 
Lawrenceville campus’ main dining hall. 

The decision to change the menu at Daly’s was 
made toward the end of  last semester. Between 
student feedback and the kitchen staff  wanting to 
challenge themselves, changing the menu was an 
easy decision, according to Scott Oswald, director of  
Aramark at Rider.

The first part of  revamping Daly’s menu was hiring 
a new head chef, Victor Caruso. Though he is not 
fully in charge of  what is served, Caruso said that he 
has a good amount of  creative license when it comes 
to the final menu items. 

“Our company [Aramark] sends out a basic format 
for the menu, but we’re allowed to change that,” he 
said. “I changed a lot here because of  what the client 
and the customers expect. So even though it’s sent out 
from corporate, I can put my own spin on it. That’s 
what I did with the new menu.”

The idea, according to Oswald and Caruso, was to 
serve more restaurant-style plates that would not be 
found on your average college campus.

 “We don’t call it a cafeteria, we call it a restaurant 
and it’s treated as a restaurant,” Caruso said. “We’re 
making everything fresh in-house as much as possible. 
We roast our own turkeys and beef  for the deli. A lot 
of  the sauces we use, espe-
cially in the center sections, 
are made in house. We also 
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Changes to the Daly’s menu were implemented this past summer. The updates include more customizable, diverse and personalized meal 
options, restaurant-style dishes with smaller portions and fresh, homemade ingredients. ➠ SEE MENU
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Wednesday, Sept. 25

Study abroad discussion
8:30 a.m., General Services Building
OIT conference room

Wednesday, Sept. 25

Brownwater
10 p.m., Rider Pub
Open-mic coffee house

Thursday, Sept. 26 - 28

Beethoven: Symphony No. 9
Philadelphia Orchestra, Westminster Symphonic Choir
8 p.m. on Thursday and Saturday
2 p.m. on Friday, the Kimmel Center
Tickets available through the Kimmel Center box office
(215) 893-1999; www.philorch.org

Sunday, Sept. 29

Songs of the Universe
7:30 p.m., Bristol Chapel
A program to commemorate Hispanic heritage month

Sunday, Sept. 29

Free yoga in the park
8 a.m., Weeden Park
2611 Main St., Lawrenceville

C O M I N G  U P. . .
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Suspicious smells
Public Safety was called to Kroner 
Hall on the report of a possible 
marijuana odor on Sept. 20 at 
7 p.m. The female staff mem-
ber who met with the officers 
said that she smelled what she 
thought was burning marijuana 
coming from one of the hallways. 
The officers said they detected a 
faint trace of the suspected pot, 
but the odor disappeared and 
they were unable to pinpoint 
a location. The next day, Public 
Safety was called to Lincoln Hall 
for a similar incident. A male staff 
member in Lincoln reported a 
suspected marijuana scent, but 
Public Safety was unable to con-
firm the location of the smell. Both 
areas will continue to be moni-
tored by Public Safety.

Shoeless and stumbling
A female student was found 
exhibiting high levels of intoxi-
cation on the steps of the Bart 
Luedeke Center (BLC) on Sept. 21 
at midnight. Public Safety went 
to the BLC when it received a call 
about a female who suffered a 
head injury after falling down the 
BLC stairs. When officers arrived 
at the scene, they were unable to 
locate anyone in need of medical 
attention until they came across 
two women leaving the lower 
level of the BLC. The officers 
approached them, and noticed 
that one of the young women had 
lost her shoe and was being held 
up by the other. Because of her 
apparent intoxication, the officers 
identified the female as under-
age and contacted an ambulance. 
The student was transported to a 
nearby hospital and charged with 
a university alcohol violation. She 
was treated and released from the 
hospital.

Unwanted graffiti
A class officer candidate was 
forced to remove some of her 
fliers after an unknown suspect 
vandalized the ones that she 
posted in Kroner Hall. The female 
student called Public Safety on 
Sept. 19 at 2 p.m. to alert them of 
the incident. She told the officers 
that someone had drawn insects 
and other graffiti on the fliers that 
she made encouraging students 
to vote for her as a class officer. 
Public Safety did not locate any 
other vandalized fliers in Kroner. 
Anyone with additional informa-
tion regarding this incident can 
contact Public Safety at x5029. 

S E C U R I T Y  B R I E F S
P R O V I D E D  B Y  D I R E C T O R  O F  P U B L I C  S A F E T Y  V I C K I E  W E A V E R

By Sade Calin

STEVE Lonegan is the Republican candidate for 
the U.S. Senate in the special election that will 
be held in N.J. on Oct. 16. The date is historic 
because this is the only race in memory in N.J. 

that was ever held on a Wednesday. So this election is 
different because there’s likely to be a very low turnout 
focused on just the U.S. Senate race. Below is an exclu-
sive Q&A that the candidate held with The Rider News.

TRN: I’ve seen you referred to as being Tea Party 
before there was a Tea Party, referring to the article 
published by The New York Times after an interview you 
conducted with them. Also, from your campaign web-
site, I see that you have very conservative views with 
a focus on fiscal issues. What do these factors mean 
for the foundation of  your platform and what kind of  
issues do you prioritize?

SL: My election is focused on individual liberty. I’m 
a successful small-business man, my background is 
in economics and finance. My platform is one based 
in Libertarianism, the rights of  individuals to go out 
and achieve and keep the fruits of  their labor, and, 
as long as the things you’re doing don’t hurt anyone 
else, to live the way you choose. I also believe in sound 
monetary policy, the rule of  law, and the fundamen-
tals that are necessary for economic growth. So my 
campaign is focused on individual liberty and return-
ing to those core principles, because that’s what the 
Founding Fathers had in mind when they created this 
nation. This is a nation created on a belief  in a limited 
government that unleashes the unlimited ability of  
every person to achieve their best possible potential. 
And that’s the model I want to see America return to.

TRN: On your campaign website, I see that you are 
in support of  a full repeal of  ObamaCare (officially 
the Affordable Care Act) which many college students 
feel is a measure that benefits them. Also, you made 
a statement about how government involvement in 
education has had a negative effect. Can you speak 
as to why you believe the government should have no 
involvement in education?

SL: Well, why don’t we start with ObamaCare… 
the two thousand and sixty-something page bill [sic] 
was a monstrosity of  bureaucracy, overregulation, 

and intrusion into the privacy of  students’ health-
care needs and issues. Every one of  the students 
reading this interview should understand that under 
ObamaCare, their health care records will be gath-
ered by the government and be available through the 
National Security Agency (NSA) intruding into their 
privacy. Health care is a very intimate decision-mak-
ing process and should not be ruled by regulators and 
government bureaucrats. The solution is not big gov-
ernment intrusion, regulations and oversight; rather it 
is the free market and the ability of  students, seniors, 
and parents to make decisions about their children’s 
healthcare with their physicians and their hospitals. I 
fear very much that the ObamaCare bill [sic] is going 
to lead toward socialism and the reduction of  the 
quality of  healthcare in this 
country. ➠ SEE LONEGAN
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Lonegan seeks support, stands for liberty  

Study Abroad with TCNJ  
in Winter Session! 

Earn four credits (1 TCNJ unit) and enjoy the         
opportunity to study one topic very intensively while 

exploring a new culture! 
Studio Art: Experiencing Art: Barcelona—12/30-1/14
Art History: An Odyssey in Greece and Turkey—1/1-17
Sociology: Caribbean Culture and Society: Trinidad—1/4-
      1/12 (also African-American Studies and Education credit available) 

History and Literature: African-American Women in  
      History and Literature: New Orleans—1/5-19
Literature: British Theatre in London and Stratford—12/31
      -1/16 

Note: Same program prices for out-of-state students! 

More information is available from goglobal@tcnj.edu
http://www.tcnj.edu/global  

Study Abroad with TCNJ in Winter Session
Earn four credits (1 TCNJ unit) and enjoy the opportunity

to study one topic very intensively while exploring a new culture
Studio Art: Experiencing Art: Barcelona (12/30 - 1/14)
Art History: An Odyssey in Greece and Turkey (1/1 - 1/17)
Sociology: Caribbean Culture and Society: Trinidad (1/4 - 1/12)
History and Lit: African-American Women in History and Lit: New Orleans (1/5 - 1/19)
Literature: British Theatre in London and Stratford (12/31 - 1/16)

(Note: Same program prices for out-of-state students)

More information is available from goglobal@tcnj.edu
as well as at http://www.tcnj.edu/global

also African-American Studies
and Education credit available

Steve Lonegan discussed his platforms during his visit to Rider.
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Pruitt out to prove diversity matters
By Matthew McGrorty

FEW people have such an extensive background 
as Pamela Pruitt, the new director of  Rider’s 
Multicultural Affairs.

Pruitt’s prior work experience includes 
positions in media and marketing at places such 
as Motown Records/Jobete Music Company, CBS 
Television, Warner Bros. Records, Delta Airlines, 
ABC Radio Networks, New Jersey State Council on 
the Arts, CBS/Westwood One, the Wall Street Journal 
Radio Network, and WIMG/Morris Broadcasting of  
New Jersey, Inc.

Pruitt began working after school at 16 at a super-
market until she graduated from high school at 17. 
She credits her extensive assortment of  job experi-
ences to her mother’s teachings, and luck.

“I grew up in Chicago, and I was born to a single 
parent,” Pruitt said. “She was never on welfare, but 
my mother believed in working. Although I was given 
a scholarship to Illinois state schools, my mother told 
me I would quit my job at the supermarket and go 
downtown to work. She had a job for me in an office 
at CalNonprofits insurance services, and when the 
doors opened, I just walked through them.”

Pruitt is also penning a book relating to her survival 
of  the events of  Sept. 11. Pruitt was in One World 
Financial, located beside the second tower, on the 
day of  the attacks. As a result of  the healing from 
the events of  Sept. 11, Pruitt had revelations that she 
intends to write about in her book. It was because of  
her survival of  those horrid events that she decided to 
give back to the community. 

“I came into the community to give back, because 
as a friend told me, ‘I was in the bonus round, so 
I should make the best of  it,’” she said. “I felt the 
best way I could give back to life was by having the 
privilege of  living through that experience and then 
working with young people.”

It was her community-based efforts that led Pruitt 
to return to school at Thomas Edison State College 
where she received her bachelor’s in communication 
in 2010. 

Pruitt is the wife of  Dr. George A. Pruitt, the presi-
dent of  Thomas Edison State College, and a recent 
recipient of  a 2013 honorary degree from Rider.

In 2012 Pruitt earned her master’s in 

communication and information studies from Rutgers. 
During her time at Rutgers, Pruitt took part in the 
study-abroad program.

“I became interested in how people respect or dis-
respect one another and are not as civil as they could 
be,” Pruitt said. “In the process I met people and 
ended up [at Rider].”

Pruitt began working at Rider in July, taking the 
reins from Don Brown, who retired last year.

“I love being at Rider,” she said. “It’s a wonderful 
experience. I’ve never been at a place that has been so 
warm and welcoming probably in my whole life. I love 
my office. I love the conversations I have in my office. 
I meet so many people. I have met people that come 
to my office or pass by and say, ‘Hey, I just wanted to 
say hello.’ I love the space for that, and so far this has 
been my best space.”  

Pruitt’s ultimate goal while at Rider is to expand 
the understanding of  diversity issues to include gen-
der, other cultures, sexual orientation, disabilities and 
religion.

“I don’t think we take enough time to talk to other 
people and find out what your life is like, what is your 
culture like, what is your world like,” she said. “You 

may go to a hotel and be in a room for a disabled per-
son. How many people know disabled people in their 
lives and try to understand what that may be like? You 
may never know that until you go to the hotel and 
see that the tub is different, or the shower is different 
and you may get a sense that that person might have 
a little bit more difficulty. What might it be like to be 
blind or not be able to hear? Sometimes we poke fun 
at others with differences, or we bully them, and one 
of  my big goals is to make everyone understand one 
another and to respect the differences and not to find 
displeasure in them, but pleasure in those differences.”

Ashley Reeves, a junior global studies/Chinese 
major and a student working in the Multicultural 
Center, was happy to hear about Pruitt’s new plan.

“I think it’s fantastic.” she said. “When people 
think about diversity, they only think about color, but 
I think that this broadening of  diversity is good, and 
what we were probably lacking before.”

Pruitt also recognizes diversity as a chance to 
educate students on events in the past that might be 
unfamiliar to them. This year’s theme is social justice 
issues surrounding sports and entertainment, with 
Rider obtaining the Negro Leagues Baseball Museum 
Exhibit for four weeks starting Oct. 16 during the 
Unity Day celebration. Pruitt hopes the exhibit will 
enlighten students on the struggle for equality in 
America. 

“These things have evolved,” Pruitt said. “Young 
people today might not know about the trials, tribu-
lations and challenges that people faced in order 
to make this world more free as it is today, to move 
around and not have to deal with that — even though 
we still experience prejudice, racism and all those sorts 
of  things.”

Pruitt is optimistic for the future of  diversity in the 
media. 

“There are a lot of  issues that are out there that 
people might consider taboo,”  she said. “But I think 
the more the media addresses these type of  things, the 
more people get to understand better the differences 
and maybe open up their minds to that. So, it may 
take time, but I suspect in another five to 10 years we 
may see more positive interactions and results and 
outcomes from learning about differences.”

News

2420 Brunswick Avenue Lawrenceville, NJ 08648 
Phone: 609-882-7700 www.docsbarandgrill.com 

Pamela Pruitt, the new director of Rider’s Multicultural Affairs, 
has held many previous media and marketing positions.
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On the issue of  educa-
tion, it is tailored to the 
needs of  individual stu-

dents. Children are like snowflakes, they’re all differ-
ent and their education should be tailored accordingly. 
When you come to college here, you pick the classes 

you want. You have the freedom to do that. You’re tai-
loring education to the needs of  every individual child 
and that decision should be made by a student, a par-
ent, and a teacher, not by a federal bureaucrat who’s 
standardizing a one-size-fits-no-one education system. 
So yes, I want to see the federal government out of  the 
education system. I want to see it returned to the local 

level, as local as the family, then the teacher, then the 
school board. And really, that’s where the decision-
making should stop.

TRN: Should you win the seat in the Senate, you 
would be a proponent of  freezing taxes and making 
spending cuts. What would that mean for student 
loans and for students as far as funding for college?

SL: I encourage every single student not to borrow 
money to go to school. Do everything you can to keep 
those student loans to the bare minimum. Don’t fall 
into the trap of  thinking that it’s cheap money because 
the interest rates are artificially low because that 
student loan’s going to follow you the rest of  your life. 
You cannot escape a student loan through bankruptcy 
and I see far too many students running up their loans 
and borrowing money for dorm rooms and even for 
food and then getting out of  school with six-digit debt 
and going into life in debt, and debt is the enemy to 
prosperity. I can’t stress to students enough to do what 
I did and that is get through school without borrow-
ing money. If  that means having to live at home and 
having to work during school and work a full time job 
while going to school full time, that’s what I would do.

My concern, also, for students today is you are not 
facing the same bright future I faced when I graduated 
college in 1980. The value of  the dollar is diminish-
ing. The Federal Reserve Bank is out of  control with 
their printing of  new money, and I would bet that if  I 
polled this campus and asked students if  they thought 
Social Security would be there for them when they 
retired, the answer would be overwhelmingly “no.” 
So you need to learn how to save for the future and 
do not plan on having Social Security there for you 
unless, of  course, we’re able to revamp that system. 

To see the full interview, visit theridernews.com.

Lonegan
CONT’D FROM P. 2
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New chef in town: Long Islander brings Italy to Daly’s  
By Katie Zeck

GROWING up in Long Island with 
grandparents who lived in Queens, 
N.Y., Victor Caruso was born into a 
lifestyle infused with strong Italian 

culture. 
With large family Sunday dinners, 

partaking in the seven fishes tradition 
on Christmas Eve and a mother and 
grandmother who regularly cooked for 
the masses, Caruso easily found his way 
into the culinary profession. 

“If  my mother was working and I 
wanted to eat, I had to cook,” Caruso 
said. “After high school, I went to school 
for hotel and restaurant management. I 
didn’t particularly care for it too much, I 
wanted to cook. So I then went to school 
to be a chef, and now I’m going on 20 
years of  professional cooking.”

As the new executive head chef  
of  Daly’s on the Lawrenceville campus, 
Caruso said that he has found an environ-
ment that he enjoys working in and where he has a 
decent amount of  creative license.

“I like cooking all types of  food, that’s one of  the 
reasons I love working at a college and doing this; 
there’s something different everyday,” he said. “I never 
get bored.”

Following college at the New York Restaurant 
School, Caruso started out working at restaurants in 
Manhattan, the Hamptons and Long Island. Since 
that time, he worked for 15 years as a chef  in corpo-
rate dining halls, and has been with Aramark for a 
year and a half. 

“With [Aramark] I started by running the 
New York University dining hall, but I realized I 
wanted something closer to home,” said Caruso, a 
Pennsylvania resident. “[Rider] came up, and I love 
the program and the renovations, and I was lucky 
enough to jump on it.”

Since transitioning to Rider, Caruso has revamped 
the menu at Daly’s and improved the overall food 
service and food preparation.

“I wrote all the menus here, so a lot of  the stuff  
that you’ll see at the culinary creations station and the 
global station are all mine,” he said. “I got a lot of  my 
ideas from when I worked in corporate cafeterias, and 
just from what I know growing up, working in restau-
rants and knowing what sells.”

He’s updated the menu to include more 

personalized, fresh and customizable meals with 
higher-end, restaurant-style options. 

“Students seem to like a lot of  the restaurant-
quality food like the filet mignon,” he said. “Even the 
duck breast I did last week went very well. And we like 
to do small portions so they can try it and then come 
back two, or three times. But we’ve kept the basics too, 
like tacos or quesadilla. We get killed with that.”

Caruso stressed the sentiment that every indi-
vidual student’s personal diet requirements would be 
addressed.

“We’ve met some of  the new freshmen who have 
allergies, and we’re doing special meals for them,” 
he said. “We want to make it clear that we want to 
do everything we can to accommodate dietary needs. 
We don’t want anyone to miss out on coming in to 
talk and eat. We do what we can to accommodate 
everyone.”

Caruso also said that he takes all feedback, both 
good and bad, very seriously and looks to it to 
enhance the students’ overall dining experience.

“If  I don’t get feedback, I can’t fix it or improve the 
food,” he said. “Sometimes it’s valid and sometimes 
it’s not, but either way we listen to it and we’ll inves-
tigate it the best we can if  it’s a complaint. If  it’s a 
compliment, we’ll build on it. The more feedback we 
get, the more we’ll implement and make stuff  students 
want to eat.”

As a way to extend on the idea of  using 
suggestions and criticism to improve the 
quality and service of  food, Caruso and 
the Aramark manager are continuing to 
conduct food committee meetings where 
students can meet and express any con-
cerns or ideas they have. 

“We sit with about 10 or 12 students 
and listen to feedback from their friends 
and everything,” he said. “The more ideas 
and suggestions we get, the more it helps 
us, and so far it’s been very successful 
We’ve had good feedback.”

Despite moving from New York to the 
Pennsylvania Pocono area, Caruso has 
maintained his unmistakable Long Island 
accent. He’s bald, yet wears a black chef ’s 
hat, towers over every other staff  member 
and sports a thin strip of  gray hair down 
the center of  his chin. From afar, an easy-
going demeanor might not be what you’d 
expect to come out of  Caruso.

 Deep down, however, he’s a family 
man.

“I have five aunts and uncles and 12 cousins — it’s 
a big family, so it was always a party when we got 
together,” he said. “My grandmother just turned 97 
and she’s still a great cook. My mother’s a great cook 
because of  her, and she still cooks at 77 all the time for 
me. They’ll cook enough for an army even though it’s 
one person, and as soon as you walk in, you smell their 
cooking before you’re even through the door.”

As for his go-to meal of  choice, it’s not the Italian 
cuisine he grew up on.

“I’m a big barbeque fan,” he said. “I have a smoker 
at home so I really enjoy smoking my own meats and 
doing barbeque in different ways. I like going out and 
trying different barbeque restaurants, so it’s just some-
thing I like doing. I can’t get away from the cooking.”

His down-to-earth qualities don’t stop at the dinner 
plate. Caruso’s hands-on approach to Daly’s keeps 
him involved in every aspect of  the dining hall.

“I’ll jump on stations, work the grill, stuff  like 
that,” he said. “I like to be out there, talking to the 
students to see what they like. It’s not just me, it’s the 
whole staff. I have great sous-chefs and the whole staff  
in general has really bought into the program. They 
love serving the students; we have some really friendly 
people. It’s a great place to work.” 

News

have two real bakers, so we’re 
doing as much fresh baking 
as possible.”

Jan Friedman-Krupnick, 
assistant vice president of  Student Affairs was also a 
contributor to the updated menu items.

“I got an email from a friend who works at Duke 
University. They were listed as one of  the top college 
food services in the country and I want us to be there 
too,” said Friedman-Krupnick. “I want us to be near 
the top. We’re not there yet, but that’s the goal that we 
have for Rider’s food service.”

Caruso added that the change to the menu was also 
in response to a refocus on the type of  customer the 
Daly’s staff  is serving.

“At a college it’s a different clientele, but students 
still have a mature palate,” he said. “A lot of  these 
kids, especially at a school like Rider, have grown up 
with some nice foods. They tell you what they want 
and what they don’t, so we always have a lot of  sta-
tions and [a large] amount of  variety [of  food] we can 
put out.”

The menu changes at Daly’s have also been imple-
mented at the Westminster Dining Commons.

According to Oswald, three mantras heavily 
emphasized in the new menu are variety, customiz-
ability and flexibility.

“We want to make sure we’re driving home the 
message that anything can be customizable,” he said. 
“If  we’re serving an item that isn’t vegetarian or 
vegan, with a simple substitution we can make it a 
vegan or vegetarian dish.” 

He also mentioned that in employee training, 
customizability was built in with the message that the 
staff  is here for the students. 

From now on, the staff  will be outside of  the 

kitchen prepping the food. 
“Everything is done in front of  the students,” 

Oswald said. “With everything being made fresh, 
it gives the food a fresher taste. Making the food in 
front of  students, especially in the Global Fusion and 
Culinary Creations areas, adds to the customizable 
options Aramark is trying to promote.” 

Caruso agreed and described the new food prepa-
ration design in further detail.

“The cafeteria design is an Aramark concept called 
‘fresh food company’ and the idea is that the staff  is 
outside in front of  the customers all day long, prep-
ping the food, making everything fresh,” Caruso said. 
“We don’t really cook in the back besides what goes 
right to the bistro station. And we’re not cooking 200 
to 300 hamburgers and just throwing it out there. 
We’re doing batch cooking, where we do 30 or 40 at a 
time.”

 The amount of  variety in the menu options at 
Daly’s is something that was present in years past, but 
will continue to improve.

“Everything changes every day, from breakfast to 
lunch to dinner,” Caruso said. “We’ll have Greek one 
day, Indian the next, and it’s challenging sometimes 
to switch over like that, but we have a great staff. If  it 
wasn’t for how great the staff  and other managers are, 
we couldn’t pull it off.”

One testament to how the new menu is being 
received is the number of  students choosing to eat at 
Daly’s.

“Although the university population is down, we’re 
serving more meals than we were last year,” Oswald 
said. “Cranberry’s sales are down compared to last 
year.” 

Upperclass students have varied opinions on the 
menu updates.

“I think the food has improved since my freshman 
year,” said junior elementary education and American 
studies major Carrie Lettiere. “There is a wider selec-
tion, but I feel as if  I’m always going back for some-
thing basic like a sandwich or panini.”

Junior arts administration major Sam Huryk said 
she is glad to see more focus on the food preparation.

 “I haven’t noticed too drastic of  a change, but it’s 
nice to know that the staff  at Daly’s is really taking the 
food they serve seriously and that they’re considering 
the variety and personalization of  the food,” she said.

This year’s freshman response was positive overall.
“The menu at Daly’s was a lot better than I 

expected it to be,” freshman Christine Hartman said. 
“My high school didn’t have the best meals, so I was 
really impressed with what Rider had to offer.” 

The revamped menu changes include cooking the items directly in 
front of the students and making the meals more personalized.
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Victor Caruso started in his position as the new executive head chef at Daly’s this summer. 
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IMAGINE taking a stroll to class with friends when, sud-
denly, a kangaroo hops across the path. Seeing wild 
animals so close might seem alarming, but the calm, 
cool and collected natives of  Australia see nothing 

out of  the ordinary, as Keira Aukamp found, almost 
daily, while studying abroad in Australia.

Aukamp, a senior psychology major, recently 
traded the suburban campus of  Rider for the laid-
back coast of  Australia and the University of  the 
Sunshine Coast. Upon her arrival, Aukamp and the 
other students studying abroad quickly bonded and 
formed lasting friendships. 

“My first reaction to Australia was shock and awe,” 
Aukamp said. “We walked out of  the airport into 
a thick wall of  heat and humidity, which was quite 
opposite to the frosty N.J. weather that I left behind.”

Being on this new continent was nothing like 
Aukamp had experienced before.

 “Australia is so different from the United 
States, and most people don’t realize that,” said 
Kim Cameron, assistant director of  the Center for 
International Education. “Studying in Australia gives 
students the opportunity to earn four credits per class, 
while enjoying a beautiful climate and region of  the 
world that is different from New Jersey.”

Aukamp took various classes, including psycho-
logical counseling and physiological psychology. She 
found that the classes helped her realize what direc-
tion she wanted to take in her course of  study and 
helped her decide which aspects of  psychology she 
found most interesting.

 Not only did Aukamp adjust to an entirely new 
campus and surroundings, but she also found that the 
grading system was very different and it was more 
difficult to keep high marks in Australia. Rather than 
a letter grade, she received grades marked as high 
distinction, distinction, credit or pass. 

“All of  the classes and the grading system in 
Australia were extremely difficult,” she said. “Getting 
above the equivalent of  a C was basically unexpected. 
I took four classes while I was there, one being a coun-
seling for human services class. Not only did I pass the 
class, but I received a 98 on one of  the big projects,  
which was completely unheard of. Being able to do so 
well in a foreign country really solidified my faith in 
my major of  psychology.”

 Outside of  her classes, she was also able to cross a 
few things off  her bucket list. 

“I never thought I’d get the chance to go snorkeling 
on the Great Barrier Reef, or that I’d get the chance 
to travel to Thailand,” she said.

Between Australia and Thailand, Aukamp was 
given the chance to fulfill dreams that she thought 

might never come true and was very humbled by all 
the opportunities she received.  

Aukamp was surrounded by a campus of  not 
only Australian natives, but also other international 
students who were visiting from all over the globe. 
She enjoyed the easy-going attitudes of  the Australian 
locals, and found everything about Australia very 
interesting. 

“My campus was a wildlife preserve,” she said. “I 
didn’t grow tired of  seeing kangaroos passing me. My 
friends would keep walking, but I always stopped to 
take their photos.” 

Studying abroad is an experience that truly broad-
ened Aukamp’s horizons. Previously, she would have 
described herself  as very careful and as someone who 
always had a one-track plan, but upon returning home 
she found that she had adopted the carefree and spon-
taneous attitude of  the Australians. She now sees her 
future as one full of  opportunity and chances that she 
knows she will want to take.  

Cameron noted that similar changes are seen in 
other students who take the opportunity to go abroad.

“Students are forced to go out of  their comfort 
zones and gain their independence,” Cameron said. 
“They will also be 100% more confident upon their 
return to the United States.”

Aukamp encourages all students to study abroad 
and to enjoy life because the future is open and full of  
opportunities that should be taken advantage of.  

“Studying abroad has been a humbling and amaz-
ing experience,” Aukamp said. “It is something I will 
remember all my life, and I hope others will have as 
great an experience as I did.”

From the suburbs to the Sunshine Coast
Arts&Entertainment
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By Alyssa Naimoli

Senior Keira Aukamp spent a semester abroad in Australia, 
where she was able  to snorkel on the Great Barrier Reef.
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CONTRAST” fills Rider’s Art Gallery with an exhibit of  drawings 
and paintings by the late Bucks County, Pa., artist John Sears. 

The exhibit includes works created both before and after 
John Sears’ 1985 near-fatal bicycling accident, which left him 

with a traumatic brain injury. One highlight will be works from his 
Sketchbook Series, a collection of  still-life drawings and paintings 
centered on the sketchbook that was always at his side and signifi-
cant objects in his life. The series has not been shown in 30 years. 
Also, life drawings and self-portraits done both before and after his 
injury, are on display.

“The works selected for this exhibit both illustrate and symbolize 
John’s core belief  in art and in life: Contrast is the key,” said Anne 
Sears, director of  External Affairs at Westminster Choir College 
and his widow. “He emphasized to his students the importance of  
contrast in art. He also recognized that life is inevitably filled with 
contrasting experiences, such as happy and sad, or good and bad. 
He even named his boat Contrast, so it seemed appropriate to name 
this exhibit for this concept that meant so much to him.”

In conjunction with the exhibit, the Art Gallery will host a panel 
discussion focusing on creativity in the face of  challenge on Sept. 
26 at 7 p.m. Gallery director Harry I. Naar; artist Cynthia Groya; 
psychology professor John Suler; and Anne Sears will discuss what 
drives people to create despite physical, emotional or economic chal-
lenges, and ways to support the creative spirit that lies in all people.

John Sears was an integral part of  the art community in Bucks 
County, Pa. from 1970, when he moved to Newtown, Pa. from 
Chicago, until his death in April 2009. 

 “John overcame every imaginable, unbearable obstacle to create 
art,” Groya said. “He was only able to do that because he was most 
fortunate to be married to Anne, who lived every agony with him 
and did everything in her power to empower John and his art.”

His work has been included in exhibits throughout the United 
States, and has received awards including: the Patron’s Prize for 

Graphics at the Phillips Mill Art Exhibition; first prize for works 
on canvas in Bryn Mawr Rehabilitation Hospital’s 2003 Art Ability 
International Exhibition for Artists with Disabilities; and honor-
able mention at the University Medical Center at Princeton’s 2003 
and 2007 Art First exhibition. His art is in both public and private 
collections, including those of  Pittsburgh Plate Glass, Pittsburgh 
National Bank, Mobil Oil, Pittsburgh Copper Corporation and 
Moss Rehabilitation Hospital.

A graduate of  the School of  the Art Institute of  Chicago and 
Northern Illinois University, where he earned a master’s degree 
in art education, John Sears was also a dedicated art educator. For 
17 years he taught drawing and painting at the George School in 
Newtown, and in 1983 he was recognized by the Rhode Island 
School of  Design as one of  the nation’s outstanding secondary art 

educators.
“John was a cyclone of  unabashed enthusiasm - and when I 

stepped into his room in the mornings, I stepped into an expansive 
world of  brilliant light and frenetic creativity,” said Jay Dunitz, a 
former student of  John Sears’, in the art gallery program. “With a 
twinkle in his eyes, he’d deliver it all right to us. His ebullient, some-
times seemingly reckless energy, was utterly contagious. Sears’ love 
of  life and passion inspired me - and did so in a way that nothing 
else at George School had.”

His 1985 accident left him with partial paralysis, speech disorders 
and double vision, as well as cognitive disability. Over the following 
24 years, he struggled to continue his work as an artist, learning to 
compensate for the challenges his disability presented. In the Art 
Gallery catalog, John Sears is quoted as “not being able to live his 
life without making art.” 

“Making art has been a central part of  my life since I was a 
child,” he said in the catalog. “After my accident, when the doctors 
told me that I might not be able to make art again, I was devastated. 
I couldn’t imagine living without being able to create. Using as much 
will and determination as I could muster, I kept on trying, so that I 
could again work in my studio.”

The exhibit has been open since Sept. 19 and will be shown through Oct.13.

‘Contrast’ captures visual interest with use of opposites
By Jessica Vento

Resident brass band wins prestigious national award

IT is 8 a.m., and Dr. Stephen Allen, a 
composer and associate professor in 
the Fine Arts Department, is sitting in 
a hotel room in Grand Rapids, Mich. 

It has been a long night of  traveling and 
flight delays, but he’s excited to meet 
with the board of  the North Ameri-
can Brass Band Association (NABBA) 
to assist with the organization of  next 
year’s annual championship.

Allen took the Princeton Brass Band 
to the NABBA XXXI Championship 
in Cincinnati this past May, where they 
placed first. He did not anticipate that 
he would have a hand in organizing 
one of  the most prestigious national 
brass band competitions in the coun-
try not long after he led the band to 
victory.

“The announcer said, ‘And in first 
place: Princeton,’” Allen said. “She 
didn’t even get the word out. She just 
said ‘Pr-’ and everybody went crazy. It 
was just so wonderful to win it. There 
were grown men crying.”          

The Princeton Brass Band was 
formed in 2004, and Allen cur-
rently serves as musical director. The 
band was recognized in 2010 as an 
Ensemble-In-Residence at Rider, and 
has premiered works composed by Sir 
Paul McCartney, Derek Bourgeois and 
Peter Meechan. It has also received 
honors for its performances in previous 
NABBA championships.

The Princeton Brass Band consists 
of  31 members, who play a variety of  
instruments, including trumpets, trom-
bones, percussion, cornets and tubas. 
They practice for lengthy amounts 
of  time, for months in advance, even 
though they are not playing many 
songs for the competition. In this year’s 
competition, the band performed the 
classical pieces “Rococo Variations” 
by Edward Gregson and “Elgar 
Variations” by Martin Ellerby, which 
led them to a win.

“It means about three months 
of  really intensive rehearsal of  two 
pieces,” Allen said. “There’s a set test 
piece, and then there’s another choice 
piece. So we worked really hard three 
hours a week on just those two pieces 
from January, and all the way through 
April.” 

Given his profession as a composer 
outside of  academics, Allen appreci-
ates the opportunity to contribute to an 
integral part in American music culture 
through his involvement in the band. 
What makes brass bands unique, he 
said, was how they are not limited to 
just playing classical music pieces. He 
said brass bands have also influenced 
modern music groups such as The 
Beatles and Radiohead.

 “What I recently discovered 
through doing some research is that for 
nearly 150 years in this country, from 
the beginning of  the 19th century up 
until the 1920s and 1930s, brass music 
was an enormous part of  the country’s 
culture,” he said. “Almost every village 
and town in America had a brass band. 
They were like the local social thing. 

They were responsible for everything. It 
was kind of  cool.”

Competing for the title is not an easy 
feat. Musicians perform challenging 
and rigorous compositions, often lasting 
20 minutes or longer. Those compet-
ing are among some of  the top-ranked 
brass bands in the nation, giving lesser-
known musicians quite the uphill battle.

Because Rider is a relatively 
unknown school outside of  the tri-
state area, Allen and the band were 
not expecting to place very high in the 
competition. If  anything, they were 
willing to settle for whatever they could 
get.

“Everybody, to be quite honest, 
because the competition was so fierce, 
would have been quite happy to have 
come last,” Allen said. “If  you come 
out second to last, everybody would 
have been beside themselves.”

When the band showed up to the 
ceremony announcing the winners, 
they went in assuming they placed 
rather low. As the awards were distrib-
uted, they watched as other accom-
plished performers placed higher, and 

at the same time wondering where they 
were going to place, or even if  they 
were going to place at all. They were in 
for quite a surprise.

Daniel Berz, principal solo cornet 
player, and Allen’s “second set of  ears,” 
was astounded when they came in first 
place.

“I think like everyone else in the 
band, I was just hoping to have a 
respectable showing at the champion-
ships,” Berz said. “When they called 
our names, it was an unbelievable 
moment that I will remember for the 
rest of  my life. We all put in so much 
time and effort during the year, so to 
have that result was overwhelming.”

Berz is skeptical that others’ views 
will change after their first place win 
this year.

“I think that we will still be the 
underdogs next year, which I’m fine 
with,” Berz said. “In my opinion, we 
were so successful last year because we 
weren’t concerned with others’ views 
of  our band. We really just did things 
our way, which I give Steve Allen all 
the credit in the world for. He is truly a 
pleasure to play under.”

The celebration didn’t end at the 
ceremony though. For Allen and the 
rest of  the band, one of  the biggest 
parts of  the celebration was putting 
Rider in the spotlight to add to the list 
of  the school’s many accomplishments.

“It’s kind of  nice to think that this 
is now an aspect of  music that Rider 
is being associated with,” Allen said. 
“Who knows where it might lead? 
Perhaps we can develop some instru-
mental programs to support this kind 
of  venture because, obviously, it’s 
wonderful.”

             

By Melissa Lindley

Dr. Stephen Allen, composer and assoicate professor, flaunts the first place trophy the Princeton 
Brass Band won at the North American Brass Band Association Championship in Cincinnati in May.
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John Sears in “Self Portrait with Binoculars” is a colored pencil drawing he com-
pleted in 1979 before his life changing accident that left him with injuries. 

The Art Gallery is located in the Bart 

Luedeke Center. It is open Tuesday 

through Thursday from 11 a.m. to 7 

p.m. and Sunday from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
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John Sears painted “Last Painting,” a small acrylic in 2009, the 
same year of his unfortunate passing.

John Sears drew “Monk’s Dream” with a pen and ink in 1981, four years before his bicycling accident.

“Fireclouds” is an acrylic and colored pencil mix that John Sears made in 1981. His accident in 1985 
left him with partial paralysis, speech disorders and double vision as well as a cognitive disability.

“
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New Daly’s menu 
serves up changes
EVERY mealtime we are faced with 

making lap after lap around 
Daly’s to decide what to eat. 
That’s a sign Daly’s is offering 

a bigger variety of  foods and sta-
tions, but some students (especially 
those who are picky eaters) always 
turn to the ol’ reliable foods, such as 
a slice of  pizza or a hamburger. Even 
though these are “safe” foods, they 
aren’t exactly the healthiest choices 
that Daly’s has to offer, and eating 
them day after day is not good for 
our bodies. 

This year, Daly’s has imple-
mented a new menu on the 
Lawrenceville campus. Last year, 
based on the feedback from students 
and staff, the decision was made 
to change the meals up. However, 
even though there’s a new menu, it 
seems as if  some students didn’t even 
notice it.  

“I had no idea that there was a 
change officially,” said junior busi-
ness administration and entrepre-
neurial studies major Lloyd Vliet. “It 
wasn’t what I was expecting at all.”

Despite some students not know-
ing about the menu changes, they’re 
real. With the help of  a brand-new 
head chef, Victor Caruso, and a 
reinvented outlook on cooking 
food, Rider is determined to make 
students enjoy eating at the dining 
hall and have something else besides 
pizza or French fries. 

The more you eat at the dining 
hall, the more you can see that the 
staff  and cooks are really trying to 
make the food better. In previous 
years, the menu was repetitive, with 
some of  the same dishes served over 
and over again every week. It is 
noticeable so far that many dishes 
have not been repeated or have been 
repeated rarely. 

“Students’ tastes change and 
so they try to look to see which 
menu items that students took more 
and serve them more often,” said 
Assistant Vice President of  Student 
Affairs Jan Friedman-Krupnick. “So 
it doesn’t surprise me that some-
times people say, ‘Well they serve too 
much of  X’ because that’s not their 
personal preference. The goal is to 
have enough mix that everyone finds 
something interesting to eat.”

The lack of  recurring foods is 
very refreshing. It gives students a 
chance to sample different meals 
they haven’t tried before or indulge 
in that special dish they miss having 
at home. The various choices also 

give students a variety of  foods so 
there’s always something for every-
one. Not to mention, Daly’s is prom-
ising all-fresh food, cooked right in 
front of  students to and show off  the 
freshness of  the meals they’re going 
to eat.  

Even though Daly’s is trying out 
new dishes, some of  the portions at 
the special stations can be too small. 
Friedman-Krupnick explained that 
the university’s intent was to have 
small dishes for students who just 
wanted to try the food, as in an 
upscale restaurant.

Fancy restaurants are known for 
their elegant meals and notoriously 
tiny portions. As college students, 
we work hard and when it’s time to 
eat, we’re hungry. Students don’t 
want to have to make multiple trips 
to grab another plate of  tasty nachos 
or pasta.

“I think that sometimes the por-
tions that the staff  serve can be a 
little too small,” said Jaclyn Jacobs, a 
junior elementary education major. 
“Sometimes I have to go up for 
seconds.”

The number of  choices that 
Daly’s now offers at meal times isn’t 
always great. Usually, the dining 
hall has become “hit or miss” at 
mealtimes. One day, there could be 
something delicious to you at every 
station, while other days you’re back 
to pizza or grilled chicken once 
again. It’s like hitting the jackpot 
when there’s food you actually like. 

Daly’s is working hard trying to 
keep the students fed and happy. 
More importantly, by mixing up the 
food choices and giving the students 
a range of  options, the monotony of  
the dining hall is slowly disappear-
ing. It’s evident that the Daly’s staff  
is trying to make an effort. However, 
it’s difficult to please everyone. We 
do give them five stars for their hard 
work. 
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EVERY school year requires our 
undivided attention to our studies, 
so we have to swap our telephones 
for textbooks. A study published 

in 2010 by the College Student Journal 
revealed that 53% of  college students 
use their phones in class. Even though 
we use cellphones in many aspects of  
our lives, I don’t think they should be 
used by students in class. I’m sure that 
my opinion is the unfavorable one, but 
I have reasons as to why they should 
remain away until class is over. 

The No. 1 reason is that they are 
extremely distracting not only to 
the cellphone user, but to the people 

around that person. When you’re sit-
ting behind someone with his or her 
cellphone out, you are more interested 
in watching him or her send out a tweet 
or advance to the next level in Candy 
Crush than you are on the lesson you’re 
supposed to be learning. 

Another reason why you should 
put your phone away during class is 
that it’s extremely disrespectful to your 
professors. They are trying to teach you 
things about what you want to do with 
your life, and are constantly provid-
ing you with first-hand knowledge and 
experience for your prospective career 
path. The least you can do is show 

Technology Downfall

Phones given 
a failing grade

➠ SEE PHONES
PAGE 9

The weekly editorial expresses 
the majority opinion of  The Rider 
News. This week’s editorial was 
written by the Opinion Editor, 
Danielle Gittleman. 

Want to advertise with
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‘‘Keep on going, and the chances are that you will 
stumble on something, perhaps when you are least 
expecting it. I never heard of  anyone ever stumbling 
on something sitting down.” 
 Charles F. Kettering, ameriCan inventor

Commuter Complaints

Commute to class 
turns into hike

them that you care a little bit. 
In-class cellphone users are also 

putting themselves at an embarrass-
ing disadvantage. Those who use their 
phones in class are a bigger target for 
professors to call on, because they are 
obviously not paying attention. Our 
professors achieved some of  the high-
est distinctions in education — they 
weren’t born yesterday. They notice 
when you’re more focused on other 
things. You’ll be put on the spot and 
subject to snickers from your classmates 
— something that none of  us wants. 
Plus, it’s extremely rude and disrespect-
ful to pretend to listen to your profes-
sor when you are completely involved 
in a text, tweet, or an update to your 
Facebook status.

If  you’re distracted and not pay-
ing attention because you’re playing 
on your phone, there’s a good chance 
that your grades are going to suffer. 

According to the Astronomy Education 
Review, students who use cellphones in 
class, on average, have a GPA drop of  
.36 (on a 4.0 scale). It’s bad enough that 
there are all these distractions, such as 
television and the Internet, while we’re 
trying to do homework in our rooms. 
We don’t need more in class. 

Think of  it this way: You are paying 
a huge amount of  money to attend 
school, so you can be better off  in your 
profession. It’s best to pay attention, 
pass your courses, and get your money’s 
worth. If  that’s not enough reason to 
put down the phone and put on your 
game face, I’m not sure what is. If  you 
can put the phone away for at least an 
hour and remain alert while in class, 
then you should be golden by the time 
your first quiz or test comes around. 
I’m sure that text can wait and that 
game of  Angry Birds will still be fun 
after class is over.

-J’na Jefferson
Junior journalism major

Phones
CONT’D FROM P. 8

AS an only child, leaving my family 
all the way back in Lancaster, 
Pa. to embark on my freshman-
year journey at Rider has been 

an interesting adjustment. But above 
balancing schoolwork, having to share 
a room, and learning New Jersey state 
geography, the most difficult adjustment 
has been getting used to the communal 
bathrooms. 

I was told at orientation it was some-
thing you would get used to, but I’m 
still waiting to adjust to the awkward 
walk down the hall in a robe after I just 
took a shower or, for that matter, the 
shower itself. The water temperature 
of  one shower in my residence hall 
constantly changes from hot to cold for 
no reason whatsoever. I can’t decide if  
it has just happened to me or if  I am 
still confused about how to work the 
showers. Please don’t ask me if  I miss 
my bathtub either, because I really do.

When I think about communal bath-
rooms, the first two words that come to 
my mind are: awkward and confusing. 
The communal bathroom is just that, a 
bathroom. It’s not the spot where you 
chat up your friend about what hap-
pened Friday night. The bathroom is a 
place you want to get in and then get 
out of  as quickly as you possibly can.  

It’s also incredibly confusing. A 
trip to the bathroom brings up many 

questions: Am I supposed to set my 
toothbrush down next to the sink where 
I saw about 50 bugs crawling last night? 
Why is the toilet paper so thin I can 
see through it? Should I wear my rain 
boots so I don’t get the bottom of  my 
pants wet as I walk on the floor that is 
literally a shallow pond?

Upon attending Rider, I honestly 
wasn’t expecting anything fancy when 
it came to the bathrooms. During the 
last few weeks of  August, I tried to 
brace myself  for showers the size of  
coat closets, and tried to accept that I 
would probably be making friends with 
some bugs. I expected the communal 
bathrooms to be exactly what they are 
— communal. When you are sharing 
a bathroom with so many people, it is 
impossible to keep it spotless. For the 
most part, my hall-mates do at least try 
to keep the bathroom somewhat clean. 

Although they are gross, I expected 
the communal bathrooms to be only 
a little dirty. Part of  the adjustment to 
college is understanding that you have 
to walk down the hall and punch in a 
code just to brush your teeth. Even if  I 
haven’t acclimated to it yet, I will soon. 

-Ali Houghton
Freshman journalism major

Freshman Findings

Freshman faces 
filthy bathrooms

FRESHMAN year is arguably one of  
the most difficult years for any 
student. One must adjust to all new 
teachers and classes, and familiar-

ize oneself  with brand-new buildings. 
Commuter freshmen also must deal with 
an entity known as the U lot. The letter 
“U” must stand for “uncomfortable,” 
“unhappy,” or “unsatisfied,” because 
that is exactly how one feels as he or she 
makes the hike from the lot to class and 
back again. 

This lot feels like it is located nearly 
a mile away from any academic build-
ing. It takes approximately seven min-
utes to walk from the U lot to Fine Arts, 
which is the closest academic building 
to the lot. It takes 15 minutes to walk 
from the U lot to North Hall.

How will freshmen commuters make 
this trek when it rains or snows? One 
must purchase a pair of  designer rain 
boots and keep them in the trunk of  
the car. It is imperative that a fresh-
man commuter carries an umbrella at 
all times so that he or she is not soaked 
while walking to the car. Things will 
only get worse when temperatures are 
40 degrees. It is unfair that freshmen 
are forced to walk an incredibly long 
distance just to get a decent education. 
The exhausting excursion is then mul-
tiplied in difficulty if  one’s classroom is 
located on the second or third floor of  
a building. 

Every morning, freshmen commut-
ers must leave their homes 10 minutes 
earlier than they normally would to 
account for the amount of  time it takes 
to walk to class. If  a freshman com-
muter is late arriving on campus, he 
or she will be even later to class, just 
because of  the ridiculous distance. 

This semester, I scheduled all 8 a.m. 
classes so that I could beat the traffic 
during the dreaded rush hour. When 
daylight saving time takes effect, how 
will I feel walking to class in the dark? 
Students can move their cars to any lot 
in front of  the Bart Luedeke Center 
after 4 p.m. on weekdays. This is a 
terrific safety policy, but it still means 
I have a long walk in the dark every 
morning. 

The most positive aspect of  this 
treacherous walk is that commuter 
freshmen have a greatly reduced 
chance of  gaining the “freshmen 15.” 
One can proudly eat anything he or 
she wants because of  all of  the weight 
that will be lost from walking the long 
distance. The ironic part is that com-
muters have free memberships to the 
gym located in the Student Recreation 
Center. At least this walk is scenic.

-Valerie Bell
Freshman public relations major

Green Corner

Reusable bottles protect 
nature and our wallets

HAS anyone ever told you to cut 
back on the amount of  soda and 
sugary beverages you consume 
daily? If  so, you might have 

made the change to drink more water. 
Obviously, we purchase soda in cans 
or bottles, but do you spend the same 
amount of  money on bottles of  water as 
you do on soda? If  you answered yes to 
that question, you’re in need of  a wake-
up call.  

Water is a necessity for survival, but 
why pay for something that is free? 
Rider has water bottle refill stations in 
many buildings on both campuses. Isn’t 
this water just as filtered as what you 
might find in aisle two at ShopRite? 
The answer is yes. 

Rather than purchasing bottles 
repeatedly, find a Klean Kanteen (or 
any other reusable water bottle or ther-
mos) that you can keep with you and 
drink from daily. If  you are concerned 
about keeping the bottle clean, invest 
in a few reusable bottles. Having more 
than one bottle allows you to rinse and 
clean one, while using another for the 
day. 

Rider’s Eco-Reps, along with 
countless other organizations, often 
give away bottles for free. Bringing 
your own bottle and filling it daily can 
make a huge impact on our university’s 
carbon footprint, as well as your own 
wallet.  

According to the organization 
Recycle Across America, Americans 
throw away 2.5 million plastic bottles 
every hour. That number only includes 
one country, and only accounts for 

one hour of  the day. Can you imagine 
the amount of  waste caused by plastic 
bottles for a full year? 

If  you find yourself  reaching for 
a plastic water bottle, make sure it 
ends up in an appropriate recycling 
receptacle. Recycled plastic does 
allow for renewed energy and mate-
rials. However, recycling anything 
requires energy and funds. At the rate 
Americans are consuming and recy-
cling bottled water containers, recy-
cling companies are under an extreme 
amount of  pressure to keep up. 

According to NBC News, the per 
capita consumption of  bottled water 
was 10.5 gallons in 1993. That number 
more than doubled to 22.6 gallons by 
2003. Along with consumption, the 
number of  bottles purchased from 1997 
to 2002 more than quadrupled. In 
1997, 3.3 billion bottles of  water were 
sold and just five years later in 2002, 15 
billion bottles were sold.  

As young people, it is often challeng-
ing to find a way to make a difference. 
Living a more sustainable life is a great 
way to make your mark. The next time 
you find yourself  at the grocery store, 
think twice before purchasing bulk 
packages of  water bottles. Try to opt 
for a sustainable choice instead. Most 
thermoses and reusable bottles come 
in incredibly unique designs. Find 
something that expresses who you are, 
and start contributing to Rider’s green 
initiative. 

-Mark Laseter 
Westminster Eco-Rep



By Steven Eggert

IT has always been a struggle for opposing teams 
to stop the electric play of  senior forward Sandra 
Penas. Throughout the first five games of  the 
season, Penas had only one goal and it seemed as if  

somebody finally figured out the secret to stopping the 
Broncs’ scoring machine. 

On Sept. 20, the Broncs were able to defeat 
Towson (1-7) by a score of  4-0 in the team’s first home 
game of  2013. In that game, Penas found the back of  
the net twice. 

One reason she may have gotten off  to a slow start 
was the burden of  leading a young team. 

“I do feel like I am facing a lot of  pressure,” Penas 
said. “Everyone else is too. We’re a very young team. 
We’re getting used to playing together, so I think we’re 
slowly making progress. We just need to come up with 
creative plays.”

On Sept. 22, the Broncs traveled to face 
Appalachian State and won 6-2. Penas once again, 
was the catalyst on offense, scoring three goals and 
adding an assist. 

Penas also tied Rider’s all-time scoring record with 
150 career points. She has 60 goals and 30 assists in 
just over three seasons at Rider.

“She generates our offense,” Head Coach Lori 
Hussong said. “When we need to get the ball in the 
circle, she can get it in there for us. Everybody knows 
that when she’s on the field. They need to be very 
aware of  her. She’s oftentimes getting double-and 
triple-teamed.

Despite the Broncs starting off  the season with 
a 6-1 record, Hussong believes there is still a lot to 
improve with this young team. 

Going forward, there are a dozen games left on the 
schedule, and although Rider is on pace for another 

winning season, Hussong is still trying to find out what 
her team’s identity really is.

“The record we have is deceiving because we’re 
not playing at the level that we want to and need to 
be at for the playoffs,” Hussong said. “So every game 
is going to be about building. We’ve had past games 
where we didn’t give our best effort so we’re making a 
ton of  progress.”

On Sept. 25, Rider travels to Philadelphia to take 
on the Drexel Dragons (5-2) at 7 p.m. 

This season, Drexel has tested itself  on the sched-
ule by facing three top-10 teams in the nation. The 
Dragons have lost to No. 9 Duke and No. 2 Maryland, 
but were able to upset No. 10 Iowa 2-1 on Sept. 21.

The Broncs are aware of  what challenges lie ahead.

“We put Drexel on our schedule to toughen us up,” 
Hussong said. “We want to make sure we can com-
pete with them and that we are ready to compete with 
them at our best.” 

Penas realizes that the Broncs will have to play at 
their very best on both sides of  the field.

 “Drexel is a great team and have a lot of  skilled 
players,” Penas said. “I think we’re going to have to 
play a really good game in order to come out with a 
win.”

The Broncs will play three more road games after 
tonight’s game before returning home on Oct. 9 to 
face the University of  Pennsylvania.
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Sports
Field  Hockey

Penas leads field hockey to 6-1 start
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Senior forward Sandra Penas scored three goals on Sept. 22 against Appalachian State, tying Rider’s all-time scoring record of 150 points.



By Matt Burrill

WOMEN’S soccer kicked off  its MAAC schedule 
with a 1-0 victory over rival Siena (4-5, 0-1 
MAAC). 

The Broncs (4-3, 1-0 MAAC) struck 
early in the game with a goal from freshman forward 
Michelle Iacono in the 33rd minute. For Iacono, the 
goal was her third of  the season and her first career 
goal against a MAAC opponent. 

“I was able to get the right curve on the ball and 
put it in the corner of  the net,” Iacono said. 

According to Head Coach Drayson Hounsome, 
Iacono is a “diamond in the rough” for the program, 
and has been a major contributor so far this season. 

“She’s a special player who can make special 
plays,” Hounsome said. 

This trend of  freshman success is prevalent among 
most of  the fall athletic teams, but more so with 
women’s soccer. 

Iacono is just one of  nine players on Hounsome’s 
roster from the recruiting class of  2013. So far, the 
freshmen have accounted for four of  the team’s nine 
goals scored this season. This can be taken as a sign of  
better things to come for this young squad, especially 
after winning a conference opener, something that 
Rider has been unable to do since 2010. 

“We expressed the importance of  the conference 
games to the freshmen to help prepare them for the 
quick pace and aggressive style of  play,” Hounsome 
said. 

The Broncs showed good defensive effort, with 
strong play from its defenders and two freshmen goal-
keepers, Vanessa Perdomo and Bethany-May Howard. 
The duo worked together for its second shutout of  
the season, with Perdomo playing the first half  and 
Howard finishing off  the game in the second. 

“We’ve got a couple of  good goaltenders here,” 
Hounsome said.  

Coming into the game, Rider knew that its play in 
the net would be essential, going against the MAAC’s 
leading scorer, senior forward Brittany Pfaff, who had 
nine goals in Siena’s eight previous games. However, 

she was unable to score, registering two shots in the 
game.

“When you’ve got people who can score goals, 
people who can stop goals, and people in between 
who work their butts off, you’ll get a good result,” 
Hounsome said.

Rider has enjoyed early success at home this year. 
With this most recent win over Siena, the team’s home 
record improved to 3-0.

“We love it here,” Iacono said. “The environment 
is great and we’re all hoping that it will continue here 
at home.”

The Broncs will have to leave the confines of  Ben 
Cohen field as they set out on a three-game MAAC 
road trip that includes Canisius (2-7-1, 0-1 MAAC), 
Quinnipiac (1-4-1, 1-0 MAAC), and Marist (3-4-2, 1-0 
MAAC). 

“We’ve been doing great at home,” Iacono said. 
“Now we just need to bring that same intensity with us 

on the road.” 
The Broncs will kick off  their road trip on Sept. 25, 

when they travel northbound to Buffalo, N.Y., where 
they’ll square off  with the Griffins of  Canisius.

Hounsome knows conference matchups are the 
most important and hopes his team can be consistent 
down the stretch.

“It’s all about getting those three points in 
the standings and taking it one game at a time,” 
Hounsome said.

By Steve Sica

THE  volleyball team (9-3, 1-1 
MAAC) split a weekend series at 
home in its first conference games 
of  the season. 

On Sept. 21, the Broncs beat 
Niagara (4-9, 2-0 MAAC) 3-0, but 
lost to Canisius (3-9, 2-0 MAAC) in 
their match on Sept. 22. However, the 
Broncs are still off  to a strong start with 
a 9-3 record. 

Head Coach Christopher Feliciano 
has worked day and night with his team 
to make sure they were ready for this 
season. 

“During our spring practice, I knew 
what we had going in,” Feliciano said. 
“We were then able to do certain 
training to make sure we were able to 
maximize what we had in everyone’s 
athletic ability.” 

Sophomore setter Brandie Hill said 
she believes this season looks promising.

“We have been off  to a really fast, 
exciting start,” Hill said. “We have a lot 
of  new talent, and combining that with 
our core group of  returners, we have a 
new kind of  energy this year.”

The real test, however, begins now 
for the Broncs as the rest of  their sched-
ule is against conference opponents and 
the next three games for the Broncs will 
be on the road. 

Feliciano isn’t taking these upcom-
ing games lightly. In his office, he has 
a whiteboard with game plans and 

strategies written up for the weekend 
games, and adjusts his strategy each 
week to fit each opponent. 

“Now that we’re in conference 
play, we do things a little differently,” 
Feliciano said. “Tuesday we do our skill 
sets, but by Thursday and Friday we 
have a real game plan in front of  us.”

Feliciano’s players know the impor-
tance of  conference play, and are ready 
to take their game to the next level.  

Junior outside hitter Jaclyn Webber 
is up to the challenge.

“Going into conference play, every 
practice becomes a little more detailed 

with the drills, and our mentality 
becomes more serious,” Webber said. 
“Our conference opponents are some 
of  the hardest we will face all year, 
so we know we are always in for a 
challenge.”

Even though the Broncs split their 
first two conference games, Hill believes 
the team will be able to tweak their 
game plan and find more success in the 
future.

“This weekend we had our first 
conference matches, going 1-1,” Hill 
said. “We are still making adjustments 
to our game, but we always try to focus 

on our side of  the court and executing 
our game plan.”

Feliciano’s run with the Broncs has 
been a rebuilding process for a couple 
years. Now that it’s all coming together, 
he is happiest for his veteran players. 

“They are the ones who endured,” 
Feliciano said. “They are the ones who 
helped me establish the culture. They 
never missed a beat. They never gave 
me a hard time and they always wanted 
to do their jobs. I just hope that we can 
give them the best volleyball during 
their last season.” 

Rider hopes it will continue its 
strong play with a conference matchup 
on Sept. 28 at St. Peter’s. Last season, 
the Broncs swept both of  their matches 
against the Peacocks.

The team is off  to one of  its best 
starts in school history, but everyone 
on the team knows there is more work 
ahead, according to Hill. 

 “The team is always working hard,” 
she said. “We are ready to be a team 
that contends for the conference title. 
It’s going to be a great season.”
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Women’s  S occer

Iacono’s goal leads Broncs past Siena
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Freshman forward Michelle Iacono added her third goal of the season on Sept. 21, her first career goal in MAAC conference play.

Vol leybal l

Broncs open MAAC play with win over Niagara
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Freshman middle hitter Kaitlyn Griffin has been a large factor in the Broncs 9-3 season start.



By Brian Sommer

AFTER a slow start at the Colgate and Rutgers 
Invitationals, the Broncs hoped to improve at the 
Cornell Invitational on Sept. 21-22 at the Robert 
Trent Jones Golf  Course in Ithaca, N.Y., but 

were unsuccessful.
On the first day of  the two-day Cornell event, with 

inclement weather looming, Rider placed 11th of  15 
teams in the field, with a total score of  309 after the 
first round. The Broncs were only 9 strokes behind 
leader Binghamton, which finished with 300 strokes.

Going into the second round, Rider had strong 
outings from sophomore Tom Yarson, senior James 
Buttermark and freshman Sam DiGaetano. Each 
placed in the top 25 after the first round, with Yarson 
placing 13th, and Buttermark and DiGaetano tying 
for 24th.

In the middle of  the second round, play was halted 
because of  rain. DiGaetano stressed that the weather 
could affect the players game, but only if  they allow it. 

“The weather is something that affects the whole 
field, but can specifically affect individuals who let 
it,” DiGaetano said. “I try my best to block it out and 
play through it, but rain, wind and cold temperatures 
definitely do not make it any easier.”

The second round resumed on Sept. 22 at 7:30 
a.m., but Rider could not get a good rhythm going in 

the morning.
Yarson continued playing well, finishing with 

rounds of  74 and 78, placing him 19th overall. Junior 
Cole Clark, who started off  slow in the first round, 
turned it up in the second and final round with scores 
of  76 and 74. This led the Broncs to an 11th-place 
finish.

With examples of  strong play from many players 
on the team, Buttermark, the lone senior, remains 
confident about the team’s prospects.

 “I have seen a ton of  positives this fall,” he said. “I 
am looking forward to the rest of  the season and the 
spring,”

The Broncs have improved under new Head Coach 
Jason Barry, and DiGaetano was pleased that Barry 
has taken the lead.

“Jason has been my swing coach for several years, 
and when I learned that he had gotten the job, I could 
not have been happier,” he said. “It truly is a bless-
ing having someone I consider a big brother as my 
coach.” 

The Broncs have off  for a week until they travel to 
Appalachin, N.Y., for the Binghamton Fall Invitational 
on Oct. 6-7, the final event of  the fall golf  season.

 

By Carlos Toro

THE last time Rider started a men’s soccer sea-
son this well, most of  this year’s freshman class 
weren’t even born.

The Broncs (5-1, 0-0 MAAC) traveled to 
Olean, N.Y., on Sept. 22 to defeat the St. Bonaventure 
Bonnies (5-3, 0-0 Atlantic 10) 1-0. This is the team’s 
best start since the 1992 season when the Broncs 
played in the NEC. However, the match was no picnic 
for Rider.

“The game was really tough,” Head Coach Charlie 
Inverso said. “St. Bonaventure plays hard. We battled 
a lot of  adversity like a long bus ride, a poor playing 
surface and, let’s just say, many questionable calls. The 
game did not allow us to move the ball around and 
really came down to just good defending and rolling 
up our sleeves and working hard.” 

St. Bonaventure has averaged 3.2 goals in victories 
this season, but that did not stop freshman goalkeeper 
David Pastuna from having his second career shutout,  
blocking five shots.

Inverso stressed how imporant it is for all of  his 
players to play defense no matter what side of  the field 
they are on.

“We prepare defensively the same way every game; 
defense starts with each player wanting to defend,” 
Inverso said. “It is not just the back four and goal-
keeper, it is the attacking players who must see them-
selves as defending players as much as attackers. It 
starts with the principles of  defense, which begin with 
pressure, marking up and not letting the opponent get 
behind you.”

The game opened up in the 12th minute, when 
freshman back Warren Holmes scored his first col-
legiate goal via a pass from freshman forward Justin 
Gregory, but the game didn’t end there.

Even with the lead, the Broncs’ defense was tested 
by relentless attacks from St. Bonaventure. The 
Bonnies had 17 shots, five of  which were on goal, and 
four of  them came in the second half  where Pastuna 
shined.

Rider was outshot 17-6 and only had one corner 
in the game, while St. Bonaventure had seven. The 
Bonnies’ last chance came in the 84th minute, when 
senior midfielder Brad Vanino had the last shot of  the 
game.

The shot was stopped by Pastuna, who has played  

well since he replaced injured starting freshman 
goalkeeper Jimmy Quilter in the second half  against 
Temple almost two weeks ago. Pastuna had two shut-
outs in the three full games he’s played in his collegiate 
career and looks to get better.

“I do feel like I can improve,” Pastuna said. “The 
only thing I can do is work hard in practice and earn 
the starting spot. All the keepers are hard workers so I 
know I have to go above and beyond.” 

 The Broncs face their first of  a three-game home 
stand today, Wednesday, against New Jersey Institute 
of  Technology (NJIT) (2-5-1) which will enter the 
game on a two-game losing streak. The Broncs then 

get some time to come home and rest before their Oct. 
2 matchup against Seton Hall and their first MAAC 
conference game on Oct. 5 against Marist.

The win on Sept. 22 was the third straight for 
Rider. The last time the Broncs had such a streak was 
the 2009-10 season. With the 5-1 start, the team is 
just taking things step by step and not thinking about 
championships for now.

“As far as the three straight home games, it is excit-
ing and it will be nice to be home because the last 
two weekends were long trips,” Inverso said. “We just 
take one game at a time and now we start focusing on 
NJIT.” 
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M E N ’S  S O CC E R

Stiff defense stifles Bonnies 

Freshman goalkeeper David Pastuna has two shutouts this season after replacing freshman goalkeeper Jimmy Quilter who is injured.
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Struggles continue at rain-delayed Cornell Invitational
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Senior James Buttermark placed 51st at the Cornell Invitational.
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